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Armo sectional doors are the perfect choice for all those manufactures which need to optimize the storage’s spaces, 

especially during the good’s loading and unloading phases.   

Armo sectional doors combine an easy use with a high-end product, as they are made with quality components and 

through the use of automatic machines in our factories in the province of Turin.  

Industrial sectional doors are provided with standard manual handling, with the sectional section supported by 

suitable balancing springs, which make the opening light.  

All our sectional doors can be easily motorized, for an even more faciltate opening/closing and without risks of 

collisions, in full safety. Further more, the motorization guarantees:  

 Opening and closing operations are fully carried out, avoiding possible impacts between the lower panel 

and the elevator lift  

 The door’s closing is guaranteed by the presence of the gear motor: the internal locking latch is no more 

necessary.  

 An annual check of the balancing springs is sufficient  
 

All Armo sectional doors are CE certified and are guaranteed for 2 years, covered by liability insurance.  

All sectional doors are made withresistant and insulated panels  (H= 500 or 610mm) and can be supplied with a 

range accessories, such as the following:  

Window, even if usually considered as an optional, we consider it indispensable for the operator to able to see, 

with closed door, what happens outside (ex. approaching truck). 

We suggest as standard windows with dimensions  726x326 mm. We are able to offer anti-intrusion windows on 

request.  

 

Limit switch dock leveller-door: the triggering of the dock leveller, with the sectional door closed, damages the 

door itself. To avoid this inconvenience you can add a leveller-door interlock which, when inserted, inhibits the 

dock leveller’s operating.   

 

Motorizations: according to the space’s dimensions, and the specific requirements, a suitable motorization will 

be supplied without extra costs: dead man- automatism or totally automatic, eventual limit switches, il conta colpi 

and much more.  
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                                      Different types of installation achievable  with Armo sectional doors   

TYPE 

NL 

Sectional door characterized by HORIZONTAL 

sliding, usually defined “standard” as it is suitable for 

both civil and industrial use.  

 

TYPE 

HL 

Sectional door characterized by PARTIALLY 

VERTICAL sliding, also known as HIGH LIFT door,  

exploits all the free light between the floor and the 

ceiling.  

 

TYPE 

VL 

Sectional door characterized by TOTALLY 

VERTICAL sliding, perfectly suitable for industrial 

uses, since it does not occupy space in depth, it exploits 

the height of these rooms, leaving space for other 

machines such as cranes.  

 

TYPE 

DDVL 

Sectional door characterized by TOTALLY 

VERTICAL sliding, with the same operating system  

of the VL model but with the springs group located just 

above the lintel in order to ease the assembly and the 

maintenance.   

 

 


